Church Statement Stresses Mideast Needs, Rights

"Christian concern for the conflict in the Middle East is properly focused upon fundamental human needs and rights. Political, military and national rivalries in the area are of critical importance, but Christian attention to them arises out of the deeper concern, which the Gospel enjoins upon the all who follow Christ, for the human person, his society, and for peace in the world. "A Christian view holds that the measure of justice in the Middle East is not the vindication and triumph of any single, limited claim or interest, but the degree to which human need in the area is met. Essential to the achievement of a minimum of justice among Arabs and Israelis is the meeting of the specific needs of Palestinian refugees and of Jews in Israel and elsewhere: . . . (along with) . . . progress in the economic, political and social development of the whole Middle East."

These quotations are from the Policy Statement on The Middle East submitted to the General Board of the National Council of Churches at its May 2 meeting at the Statler Hilton Hotel, New York. It was prepared by the NCC's Department of International Affairs and had been approved by the Program Boards of its Divisions of Overseas Ministries and of Christian Life and Mission for presentation to the General Board.

In the course of five single-spaced pages it went on to say: "Human needs in the Middle East can not be met without peace in the minimal sense of an end to violence and the establishment of security. Each nation must live in security. No nation has a right to commit aggression. Furthermore, acts of violence, whether sporadic or sustained, whether committed by individuals or by organized groups tolerated if not sponsored by governments, must be both condemned and stopped. . . . Yet the cessation of these hos-

(Continued on back page)
PAMPHLETS

Since the 1958 volume of essays on Israel According to Holy Scripture is out of print, it's good to have at least one of its chapters available in pamphlet form. It is "Zealots and the Bible" by Dr. Alfred Guillaume of the University of London, author of various works on the Old Testament and co-editor of The Legacy of Islam. Its subtitle is "A criticism of the claim that the establishment of an independent Jewish state in Palestine is prophesied in Holy Scripture", God's ancient promises, he shows, had a scope wider than Jewry, were morally conditional and were, in any case, all part of ancient history and fulfillment. For a copy, send a 6c stamped, self-addressed envelope to the Holy Land Center, 225 East 49th Street, New York, N.Y. 10017.

Guillaume deals chiefly with the book of Genesis. This needs to be supplemented by the study of Prophecy, Zionism and the State of Israel, as presented by Rabbi Elmer Berger at the University of Leiden, Netherlands. His full lecture appears, with an introduction by Arnold Toynbee, in the current issue of Issues magazine. You can get reprints from the American Council for Judaism, 201 East 57th Street, New York, N.Y. 10022. Send a self-addressed envelope with 8c or 18c postage on it, depending on how fast you'd like your copy to reach you. Dr. Berger, who is the Executive Director of the New Jewish Alternatives to Zionism, 912 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10021, supports Martin Buber's views that the Hebrew prophets were "basically less concerned with predicting future events than with grasping the full nature and implications of the present moment in the light of God's eternal truth."

He agrees with Ezekiel (33:24-29) that Abrahamic descent is nothing and faithfulness everything. Failure to "execute justice and righteousness" (Jeremiah 22:3; cf. Amos 5:4 and Micah 6:8) would lead to punishment of Israel reducing its capital city to "a heap in the fields", (Micah 1:6). Amidst the resultant Exile in Babylon, the prophets urged their fellow-Jews to "seek the peace of the city whither (God) has caused you to be carried away captive, and pray unto the Lord for it; for in the peace thereof shall ye have peace" (Jeremiah 29:7). Those who ultimately returned to Palestine were to do so to set up a community so inspiring that "all the ends of the earth shall see the salvation of our God" (Isaiah 52:10). Rabbi Berger is heartsick that, with such a heritage, so many modern Jews want, like the tribes of Samuel's day, to become a nation "like all the nations". He would summon them, instead, to the Torah's concept of their role as "an holy people unto the Lord" (Deuteronomy 7:6).

A Long Beach, California, Unitarian minister, the Rev. John Nichols Booth, after considerable interfaith discussion, has published another pamphlet, The Moral Case For The Arabs, available to those who send a 6c stamped self-addressed envelope to the Unitarian Universalist Church of the Larger Fellowship, 25 Beacon Street, Boston, Mass. 02108. He outlines their case in terms of historic residency and right of self-determination. He recognizes the rights of Zionists to disagree but objects to their pressures (which he describes in detail) to keep divergent views from the American public.

BOOKS

COMBATING ANTI-SEMITISM TODAY: Paperback, $1.00. 95 pp. National Jewish Community Relations Advisory Council (NCRAC), 55 West 42nd St., New York, N.Y. 10036. Representing 81 Jewish local, state and county human relations agencies and 9 major national bodies, NCRC-66 released in April this report of a conference held under its auspices. After studying the current nature and extent of anti-Semitism as well as strategies for combating it, the report concludes that there is anti-Semitism among "some Negroes and intellectuals in the New Left", but "overt anti-Semitism continues at low ebb." Arguing that "anti-Semitism on the left" comes from those unsympathetic to the spiritual tie of American Jews to Israel, the report warns that "there appears to be more imminent danger of a wave of latent anti-Semitism into flame by right wing extremism than by left-wing radicalism."

The study notes that more denunciations of anti-Semitism have been issued by official Christian gatherings in the past twenty years than in the previous twenty centuries. The relative obscurity of anti-Semitism among clergy is attributed, in part, to the "systematic opposition of Christian leadership," but the study warns, "developments in the Middle East may produce continuing and recurring tensions between Jews and Christians in America."

The report itself is followed by supplementary statements of the signers, and by lectures on anti-Semitism. The last forty pages contain a valuable syllabus and annotated bibliography on anti-Semitism over the last half century.

(Continued on page 6)
Professors Hear UN Views on Mid-East

Fifty faculty members from American universities heard British Ambassador Lord Caradon state emphatically, "There will be peace in the Middle East on the basis of the UN Resolution of November, 1967. The only questions are: How long will it take and how many more will die before it is achieved?" This was part of the annual spring institute sponsored by the Council on International Relations and United Nations Affairs (CIRUNA). Also heard were delegates from Israel, Jordan, United Arab Republic, USA, USSR and Tunisia, along with some Asian representatives.

The dominant theme from every representative (as it seems to be in this Link) was, with varying interpretations, commitment to the implementation of the UN Resolution of November 22, 1967, regarding peace and security in the Middle East. CIRUNA, the collegiate affiliate of the United Nations Association of the USA, organizes seminars on numerous issues at the UN and will also help organize local ones across the nation. For more information, write its National Headquarters, 15 East 46th St., N.Y., N.Y. 10017.

37 PILGRIMAGES PLANNED

The Catholic Near East Welfare Association, 330 Madison Ave., N.Y. 10017, is sponsoring Holy Land tours for laymen for the first time this year. Thirty tours have been scheduled, the first of which left in March. The two-week itinerary includes Rome, Lebanon, Greece and the Holy Land, and the cost starts at $774 and covers transportation, hotel accommodations and meals, with the option of extending the time. The organization has gained experience in the travel field with its tours for Roman Catholic clergy, for whom there will be seven more pilgrimages this summer and fall.

PREPARE "BAGGIZES"

In response to requests for analysis of Middle East conflict and Arab activities, the Near East Subcommittee of New York City Presbytery (7 W. 11th St., 10011) has collected a large number of articles for a single month — April. It has secured, or reproduced, extra copies of many selected for emphasis proportionate to the total collection. These it has assembled into "Baggizes" — plastic bags filled with magazine articles—for distribution to the Committee on Ecumenical Relations. The packages are available for any one who cares enough to send $1.00 per set.

In a covering letter of May 5, it noted the following major concerns in the Catholic, Orthodox and Protestant press: the needs of Palestinian refugees, solidarity with Middle Eastern Christians, the identity of Jews, sound international relations, even-handedness in international affairs, and working through the UN. Examples are articles by A. C. Forrest (who has spent much time with Arab churches and Western Christian welfare leaders) and an interview with Dr. John Davis (former head of the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestinian refugees). Not omitted, though less typical, are an article on Jerusalem by G. Douglas Young (of the American Institute of Holy Land Studies, a channel for Israeli government publications) and extended statements at a New York rally for Israel by Father Edward Flannery (whose Menorah Institute is co-sponsored by the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith).

One entire newspaper—the April 27 issue of Our Sunday Visitor—is included for its many articles on Arab Catholics, relations with the Eastern Orthodox, service to refugees, work for peace, and historical background of the present crisis. Although each "bagazine" contains numerous other selections, the covering letter concludes with a half-apologetic paragraph:

"Among the significant omissions from this collection is the finely-balanced four-part series in the Reformed Church weekly Herald. Also missing are items from the Christian Science Monitor which is a special kind of church publication which Americans returning from the Near East consider our most accurate daily paper in reporting what they've observed abroad. Please check into these yourself as they're too voluminous to reproduce handily. You may also be interested in looking up the April issue of Christ for the Nations, a Texas monthly which interprets the establishment of a Jewish state as a step toward the Battle of Armageddon and 'Israel's discovering and accepting the Messiah.'"

Khouri Reports on NEW OUTLOOK

Prof. Fred J. Khouri of Villanova University, author of The Arab-Israeli Dilemma, is back from participating in the spring international symposium in Israel on the Arab-Israeli question sponsored by the liberal Israeli New Outlook magazine. It attracted up to 2,500 attendees at its public meetings. An Israeli hawk, he tells us, was widely booed at the meeting held in Tel Aviv for advocating retention of the occupied territories, and some Arab and Jewish Hebrew University students paraded with signs strongly attacking government policies in and towards the occupied area during the meetings held in Jerusalem. While he found more liberal-minded Israelis than he had anticipated, he felt that they still represented only a small minority and Israeli officials continued to maintain a hard-line policy.

He reports at least respectful attention when he made these points, among others: Direct negotiations forced on the Arabs cannot bring peace and could, in fact, cause the overthrow of those moderate Arab leaders who dared accept them. The harsher the peace terms imposed on the Arabs the less chance there would be for a stable and lasting peace. Only magnanimous Israeli peace terms could be accepted by the Arab leaders and masses, but they could provide a firm basis for lasting peace and security for Israel. Major obstacles to peace included the Israeli attitude of superiority towards the Arabs, the reluctance of most Israelis to accept themselves psychologically as an integral part of the Middle East, and the Israeli belief that the only way to deal with the Arabs is by the use of force. As long as the Arab refugee problem remained unresolved and Israel held on to the occupied territories, Arab commando activities and Arab demonstrations and disorders in the occupied areas would continue and no Arab leader would be able to come to final terms with Israel. Since international relations are basically relations between peoples and not merely between imperialist states, the Arab-Israeli problem can not be effectively dealt with and final peace can not be achieved until Israelis— as well as Arabs—learn to live with their neighbors on the basis of understanding, equality, and respect for the rights and feelings of others.

He states that at least those newspaper accounts of symposium activities which came to his attention reported him reasonably accurately. The Arabs he talked to in the occupied territories and in the refugee camps he visited in the Jerusalem and Gaza Strip areas were strongly opposed to living under Israeli control, criticized what they considered to be harsh Israeli rule, and bitterly resented Western policies and actions which were condemned as being pro-Israeli and anti-Arab. He found the younger Palestine Arabs much more militant and more interested than the older Palestine Arabs, some of whom appeared to be ready to accept the permanent existence of Israel if this were necessary to achieve peace. A "generation gap" was developing in the Palestinian Arab community, as elsewhere in the world, making the traditional discipline of the old over the young more difficult.
As Forrest Views The Mideast's Tensions

(For their first joint convention—in Atlanta, May 21-24 —The Associated Church Press and the Catholic Press Association felt that one night, May 22, should highlight Christian responsibility toward the Middle East. A. C. Forrest, who was invited to share the presentation with AMEI Board member Mr. John Nolan, was unable, at the last minute, to leave Lebanon where he was covering the crisis for the Baptist, Evangelical, Lutheran, Methodists, United Church of Christ magazines as well as interdenominational, non-denominational and secular publications. Since we are, therefore, unable to report his report for that occasion, we've asked Mrs. Kleban to pull together from his recent writings the sort of emphasis he might have made in person.)

“We have listened to the Zionists and to the Palestine Liberation forces. We hear the threats and challenges that make headlines. It is time to listen now to the moderate and responsible Arabs of whom there are many, and to Jews who are not Zionists. There is no doubt of our complicity in all these years of agony. Our earnest cooperation is needed to bring a peaceful end out of all these troubles.”

This paragraph in a Kerygma Features article summarizes the conclusions of the Rev. A. C. Forrest who wrote it, Editor of Canada’s United Church Observer and Middle East correspondent for Inturchurch Features. Dr. Forrest has visited Israel and the Arab countries five times in the past twelve years. During his current ten-month tour, now nearly completed, he has lived close to the peoples of both sides, and has written extensively about the conflicting needs and claims that have been building up for more than half a century to the explosive situation that today threatens the peace of the entire world.

History Through Compassionate Eyes

Dr. Forrest’s articles on various aspects of Middle East problems have been published in both religious and secular periodicals and supplemented by talks to groups of Christians, Muslims and Jews, many of whom have thanked him for his outspoken but objective comments on the conflict, especially in its psychological, religious and human dimensions. Writing with the mind of a journalist and the heart of a pastor, he interweaves the hopes and hardships of individuals and communities with detailed and carefully authenticated reports on the historical background and development of the present confrontation.

His sympathetic presentation of the plight of the Palestinian Arab refugees and his understanding of the desire of many Jews for a homeland after a long history of persecution, have enabled Dr. Forrest to interpret the seemingly uncompromising attitude of each side to those moderate-tempered individuals of the other who are willing to listen. His long experience of living and talking with private individuals, public officials, religious leaders and relief workers throughout the area has resulted in several suggestions that may help Westerners, whose good faith is suspect in some areas of the Middle East, to show genuine friendship toward all peoples of the area, and to support their governments in the exploration of approaches to peace with justice.

The two principal grievances underlying the hostile feelings, in Dr. Forrest’s opinion, are the plight of the refugees and the reluctance of Arab states to recognize and respect the existence of Israel as a sovereign state. He quotes I. F. Stone, the Jewish commentator, who wrote in The New York Review of Books (Aug. 3, 1967): “Striped of propaganda and sentiment, the Palestinian problem is, simply, the struggle of two different peoples for the same strip of land. For the Jews, the establishment of Israel was a Return, with all the mystic significance the capital R implies. For the Arabs, it was another invasion. This has led to three wars between them in twenty years. Each has been a victory for the Jews. With each victory the size of Israel has grown. So has the number of Arab homeless.”

Palestinians Poorly Protected

The conflict was inevitable, as Dr. Forrest points out, because of the absence of adequate safeguards to protect the interests of the indigenous Arab population of Palestine at the time Israel was established. The first part of the Balfour Declaration of 1917 (“His Majesty’s Government view with favour the establishment in Palestine of a national home for the Jewish people . . .”) was one of the foundation stones of the state of Israel. The second part (“. . . it being clearly understood that nothing shall be done which may prejudice the civil and religious rights of existing non-Jewish communities in Palestine or the rights and political status enjoyed by Jews in any other country . . .”) was insufficiently worded in the way of sympathy but encouraged the birth of the Israeli movement in the aftermath of the tragic history of the Jews in World War II.

When the U.N. resolution recommending the partition of Palestine was passed in 1947, Jews constituted about one-third of the total population and owned (through purchase) almost 8% of the land. The partition plan allotted 56% of the land to the Jews and less than half to the Arabs, who made up two-thirds of the population. In the matter of Jerusalem, the original U.N. plan to incorporate it into a small international zone had been followed, much subsequent bitterness and strike might have been averted.

When the British, unable to cope further with the prior unification that had multiplied during the years of their mandated control of Palestine, decided to yield their mandate and withdraw, Israel declared itself a state on May 14, 1948. The Palestinians, however, refused to accept either the U.N. partition plan or Israel’s creation without a plebiscite, and neighboring Arab armies came to their aid.

Refugees in 1948, Again in 1967

In the turmoil that preceded and in the defeat that followed this first outright war, 750,000 Palestinian Arabs became refugees from their ancestral homeland, fleeing in panic to Jordan, Syria, Lebanon and Gaza. The area of Israel was increased by one-half. In 1948 a U.N. resolution proposed that Israel offer the refugees a choice of repatriation or compensation for their homes and lands.

This resolution was never implemented, however, and for over twenty years the frustration and despair of the refugees mounted, despite massive efforts of UNRWA, UNICEF, the host countries, the International Red Cross, the World Council of Churches, the National (U.S.) and Near East Councils of Churches, and other voluntary agencies, to provide them with more satisfactory living conditions, health care, education and work opportunities. Prior to 1967, their life had become physically tolerable and secure, on the whole; some had been absorbed into the life of the host countries or had emigrated; many young people eager for education made their way through colleges with scholarship aid; and some, despite limited work opportunities, established themselves in jobs or careers. But the gnawing sense of injustice and exile continued to fester.

The June 1967 war uprooted many of the refugees for a second time, sending them from the shelter of established camps in west Jordan (now ironically empty) back to precarious tent life in the heat and sandstorms of summer, the thick autumnal mud, and the cold and snow of the winter of 1967-68. To their number were added an-
other 750,000 from Syria, West Jor-
dan, Suez, Ismailia and other commu-
nities on the west bank of the Suez Canal. The estimated total of the refugees is now near 2,000,000.

Homelessness Creates Commandos
It is out of this background that the Palestine Liberation Organization has grown — the embittered young men born into and nurtured by the frustra-
tions of refugee life. Initially small commando units operating surrepti-
tiously, they have developed into a dis-
ciplined military organization openly supported by the Arab states surround-
ing Israel. Their threat has not only Israel, but the stability of the Arab governments as well.

Dr. Forrest has written at length about the refugees, not only out of compassion for their human situation, but also because he and moderate Jews and Arabs as well are convinced that constructive steps toward a just solution of their problems are fundamental to easing the dangerous tensions of the Middle East. Most Arabs believe that Israel has no intention of repatriating more than a token number, and that their lands, including the headwaters of the Jordan and much rich agricultural acreage, have been marked for resettlement by Jews. Israelis point out that their own settlements are continually harassed by commando raids, and that the return of an appreciable number of hostile Arabs could constitute a po-
tential fifth column that might destroy Israel. And indeed the costs of either repatriation or monetary compensation on a scale commensurate with the present dimensions of the problem would be staggering for a small state to as-
sume.

Israeli initiative?
According to Dr. Forrest, however, a large body of moderate opinion is convinced that an initial step voluntar-
ily and generously undertaken by Is-
rael (such as re-opening the west Jor-
dan facilities) could, even at this late hour, help de-fuse the explosive situa-
tion and gradually lessen Arab hostility, perhaps to the point where recog-
nition of Israel could be granted and other points of contention opened for discussion.

Dr. Forrest speaks for many moder-
ate Arabs and Jews of the Middle East in asking Westerners, especially people in the United States, to inform them-
selves more fully on all aspects of the situation, so that they can actively and intelligently support their governments in attempts to ease the tensions. Public support could do much toward en-
couraging acceptance and implementa-
tion of the U.N. Security Council's re-
solution of November 22, 1967, which, briefly, calls for: a) withdrawal of Is-
raeli forces from territories occupied in the Six-Day War; b) termination of belligerency and recognition of the sov-
ereignty, territorial integrity and polit-
ical independence of every state in the area; c) freedom of navigation through international waterways in the area; and d) a just settlement of the refugee problem.

Back U.N. Peace Efforts
No peace plan could fully satisfy the demands of either side, but the U.N. resolution seems to most objec-
tive observers to offer each the most that is compatible with the legitimate demands of the other. Arab and Israeli moderates, and the people and govern-
ments of many nations, are in favor of full cooperation with Dr. Gunnar Jar-
ring in his efforts to bring about a set-
tlement based on this resolution, and feel that in the long run a peace achiev-
ved through the instrumentality of the United Nations, endorsed by the ma-
jor powers as well as by the countries concerned, will endure more surely than one proposed by the major pow-
ers outside the framework of the U.N.

(As of this writing, King Hussein of Jordan has affirmed the willingness of his country and of the United Arab Republic to accept these recommen-
dations. Prior to his visit to the U.S., however, the P.L.O. had informed the Arab League Council that it considered the U.N. resolution an "in-
fringement of the right of the Palestinian people to their country, Palestine." On the Israeli side, the new Premier, Dr. Golda Meir, has thus far rejected both a negotiated solution by the Big Four and a reconstituted U.N. force to patrol the area. She suggests instead direct negotiations with the Arabs — who have declined to negotiate with a power that does not recognize existing treaties establishing borders that give the Arabs "no natural advantage over Israel."

Some months ago, leaders of church-
s in the Middle East, who have lived for years in the midst of the Arab-
Israeli conflict, and who can see the problems of both sides, issued an open letter to the churches of the world, with special messages to Pope Paul and the six Presidents of the World Council of Churches, supporting the U.N. resolution of November 22, 1967. In this connection, Dr. Forrest has said that some of the churches and other agencies that have done so much over the years to help the refugees might now profitably channel part of their funds and money into the search for a long-range solution of the funda-
mental problems and for its acceptance by both sides, to their mutual benefit.

Can West Be Even-handed?
On the approach of the Western countries to a solution, he observes, "... we have to face clearly our basic commit-
tment to Israel as a state politi-
cally created by the Western powers. We will have to stop being troubled by Zionist charges that those who criticize Israel are anti-Semitic." He feels that this commitment to Israel need not be incompatible with justice for thePalest-
inian refugees, and affirms that peo-
ple of the West have no real alterna-
tive but to manifest impartial friendship for both Arabs and Israelis.

While supporting official peace-mak-
ing efforts, they can continue to con-
tribute generously to UNRWA, UNICEF, and other organizations that are trying to make life more bearable for the refugees; they can keep themselves in-
formed on the history and contempo-
rary developments of the Mid-East Middle East. They can frankly and openly discuss the problem with others; and above all they can avoid emotional re-
ponses to events in favor of open-
ness of mind and objective consider-
ation of facts, as their governments and the United Nations strive to draw the world back from the brink of general war.

CATHOLIC DIGEST Publishes UNRWA-AMEU Book
Condensation
In its May issue, the Catholic Digest has included a magnificently condensed version of Twice in A Lifetime, the
UNRWA picture story of the Arab refugees. Its selection of photographs, use of color and compression of text bring concentration to bear upon the full and Graphic life of the Palestinian plight. We’re grateful for the credit line, indic-
ating that the original American edition was published by Americans for Middle East Understanding and under U.N. supervision. When that edition came out we took great comfort from the fact that we could arrange distribu-
tion of 162,000 copies. So, naturally, we are elated that the Catholic Digest, with a circulation above 564,000, has multiplied the readership by more than three times.

ARAB SKILL BANK
Arabs who would like to work with the only engineering consulting firm in the USA and Canada run by and for Arabs are invited to write to Rifahi M. Kalla, president of Middle East En-
ing and Scientific International, Inc., 201 North Wells Street, Chicago, Illi-
nois 60606. Projects valued at more than $15 billion have been completed by the corporation, which has repre-
sentatives in Saudi Arabia, Qatar and the Trucial States, and cooperative agreements with firms in Lebanon and Kuwait. M. E. S. T. was incor-
pored in Delaware in October, 1967, and registered in Illinois in November of the same year.
Catholic & Protestant Institutes

Church groups are offering opportunities for you to use your vacation (if properly timed) to catch up on Middle Eastern Affairs. At St. Mary's College, Notre Dame, Indiana 46556, Sister M. Jeanne Fincke is registering applicants for a Near East Institute, June 16-20, designed to give participants a deeper understanding of the area's history, culture and religions. Among the lecturers scheduled to attend the Institute are Dr. Reuben Smith of the University of Chicago, Prof. W. T. Mallison of George Washington University, Prof. W. Sibley Towner of Yale University and Rabbi Seymour Cohen of the Chicago Board of Rabbis. In addition to the lecture series, displays of Jewish and Arab artwork, an evening program of films relating to the area, a display of educational materials and books, and an evening Mass in the Byzantine-Melkite Rite are planned. The Institute is open to all interested persons. High school social studies, history and religion teachers are particularly invited. One credit hour may be earned by those attending the Institute if indicated in prior registration. Room and board are available on campus to men and women from Sunday, June 15, through Friday, June 20. Entire cost for the Institute including registration fee, room and board is $85.00. Students and participants who have arranged for lodging elsewhere may apply for terms.

The Middle East is also sure to be prominent at the July 28-August 3 Institute on "World Conflicts in Jewish and Christian Perspective" at the Presbyterians' Ghost Ranch Study Center, Abiquiu, N.M. 87510 ($25.00 registration, $6.50 per day for room and board.) Discussion leaders will be Rabbi Balfour Bricker of the Union of American Hebrew Congregations; James A. Wharton, Professor of Old Testament, Austin theological Seminary; Robert Cunningham, Presbyterian Institute of Strategic Studies; Dieter Hessel, Presbyterian Office of Church and Society; Dennis Shoemaker, Editor of Trends. This interfaith gathering will explore the connection between our understanding of the Biblical prophets and our judgments about current international conflicts. What is the meaning of, and what is our response to, such critical events as the Middle East crisis, the Vietnam War, and the gap between the rich nations and poor nations? What are the signs of holocaust and hope? How do we read the prophets in the light of these events? What moral imperatives are shared by Jews and Christians under the Covenant?

BOOKS (Continued from page 2)

THE EVASIVE PEACE by John H. Davis. 124 pp, 28 shillings, John Murray, London, $4.75 from the author, 800 Woodward Ave., Suite 191, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005. This book on the Zionist/Arab problem is in its third edition and has been translated into German. It gives the historic background of big-power duplicity, but considers the chief disrupter of Palestinian peace to be the Zionist concept which guarantees special rights in Israel to all Jews and also imposes obligations on them to support that state. The fact that Israel orients itself to world-wide Jewry rather than to its immediate neighbors makes the latter feel that the "Aliyah" plan to "ingether" all Jews guarantees ever more Israel expansionism. Davis—whose years as Commissioner General of UNRWA sensitized him particularly to the plight of Palestinian refugees—is in no way interested in inflicting a similar plan on the everywhere Palestinian believers, that to eliminate Arab fears and threats, Israel's supporters, primarily the U. S., should insist that Israel "de-zionize" and become a "conventional state" that can fit peaceably into the region. Whatever one may think of the practicalities of his solution, one can be grateful to Dr. Davis for sifting and shaping masses of material—much of it specialized, confusing, or emotion-laden — and presenting the basic problem concisely, objectively and readably.

TIME BOMB IN THE MIDDLE EAST, a symposium, $1.35, Friendship Press, P.O. Box 380, New York, N.Y. 10027.

This volume, due off the press in mid-June for a year of church-wide study, promises to be one of the best aids written and military service, now teaches international relations and Middle East studies at the Hebrew University. A "bridge-building" concluding chapter has been prepared by Dr. John Coventry Smith, past moderator of the United Presbyterian Church (USA) and one of the six presidents of the World Council Of Churches.


The Peace Section of the Mennonite Central Committee has long served the needs of Palestinian refugees. It has, at the same time, restlessly felt that all its charitable efforts are likely to be inconsequential unless the underlying causes of the refugees' plight are also dealt with. Hence, for its 1969 annual meeting it asked Frank H. Epp to prepare a study that would disentangle and explain the conflicting claims of various groups to the Holy Land. His consequent 44-page mimeographed report made such an impression that he's been asked to expand it for publication by early 1970. Meanwhile, the mimeographed edition, on which we base our view, may be obtained by sending 50c to the Mennonite Central Committee Peace Section, Akron, Pa. 17301. He opens by stating the dilemma and its solution in the words of the late Rabbi Juda L. Magnes in Jerusalem: "It is absolutely right that the Jewish people exist on this land. It is absolutely wrong that the Arab people be expelled or made second-class citizens. Peace can only exist if Israel and Islam can feel that they are brothers. That reconciliation may be a long way off, but Epp's readable analysis and compassionate approach should help public opinion speed the day. Palestine, as an intercontinental bridge, has for centuries acted as a magnet to the ambitions of world-minded commercial, political and military leaders. Naturally, the indigenous peoples have felt, since long before Abraham, that control is the right of the earliest settlers. However, a succession of empires—Assyrian, Babylonian, Persian, Greek, Egyptian, Roman, Byzantine, Ottoman, British and others—have felt they could contribute to the unification of mankind as well as to their own power by dominating this area. To these conflicting factors has been added a tendency among Jews, Christians and Muslims to look upon this geographical cradle of their faiths with something of the primitive land-worship attitudes of its ancients, pagan inhabitants. "Past events and future purposes related to our faith have made this land more sacred to us than to anyone else; hence we must control it."

(Continued on page 7)
mediaeval Crusades as of modern Zionism and, in a different way, of pan-Islamism. In addition, the developments of history—including the digging of the Suez Canal, the discovery of Middle Eastern oil and the spread of Communism and nationalism—have made the control of the area a matter of international concern. United Nations involvement indicates. After weighing many facts and factors, Epp concludes that Palestine belongs both to those Palestinian Arabs who wish to return there, and to those Israelis who wish to stay there—in a jointly operated state. The steps toward this goal he does not outline. But the inclusive, conciliatory spirit he portrays for any steps to reach a peaceful, just solution, quietly and contagiously permeates his writing.

BOOKS AT A DISCOUNT

We have bought the books briefly reviewed in the box below in sufficient quantities to get reduced prices—up to, and beyond, 40%—and pass the savings along to our readers, adding 25¢ for postage and handling! Fuller reviews may be found in earlier issues of the Link. The coupon is appended for your convenience in ordering.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uri Avneri, Israel without Zionists: A Plea for Peace in the Middle East</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Badeau, The American Approach to the Arab World</td>
<td>$2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Interests in the Middle East</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Nations Impasse, 3rd ed.</td>
<td>$1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seven Lectures of the University Center Forum, Beirut</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Statement Stresses Needs, Rights (Continued from page 1)

tilities should not mean that the status
quo is frozen: it should mean that,
with shooting and raids stopped, an
atmosphere is created for a settlement
that makes it possible to reverse the
arms race and to advance toward per-
manent security based upon justice in
the relationships among nations.

"To too great an extent," it con-
tinues, "the Christian community in
the United States—and perhaps else-
where as well—is itself part of the
problem, offering sympathy and advo-
cacy too exclusively 'pro-Arab' or 'pro-
Israel.' The 'victory' of one side over
the other, or the satisfaction of one
side to the neglect or at the expense of
the other, is not a worthy object
for Christian or humanitarian support."

After citing such specific dangers as
non-communication between Arabs
and Israelis, refugee dislocations and
Big-Power rivalries, it challenges the
Christian community to "transcend
partial sympathies" and "meet the
needs of the conflicting populations—
those of the refugee camps, of Israel,
of Arab states—for a reasonable se-
curity and a relative justice . . . (using)
. . . every available means to help
develop meaningful communication
among the parties involved."

As American citizens, the drafters
would have us urge our government
to use its influence to keep Great-
Power conflict at a minimum, dis-
courage violence, increase the rate of
development throughout the area, and
back United Nations efforts to secure
a peaceful compromise such as that
outlined in its Security Council reso-
novation of November 22, 1947, sum-
marized elsewhere in this issue.

One of the drafters' main problems
was to be even-handed in its rejection
of tendencies on both sides to polarize
the Arab-Israeli conflict around reli-
gious-political loyalties. The General
Board felt that their paragraphs on this
theme risked being interpreted as "con-
descension" of Christians toward Jews
and Muslims, and of Americans to-
ward Arabs and Israelis. After much
debate, referral back to committee
and editing from the floor, the following
single paragraph was accepted. If you
find it heavy and involved, try to do
better yourself!

The Middle East conflict is the scene
today of deepening and dangerous intrans-
igence. Any claim that contains or sug-
gests genocide must be denied and op-
posed. The idea is abroad that Arabs de-
sire to "push Israel into the sea." Many
Arabs deny that this is policy. Even if it
represents only the assertion of irrespon-
sible extremists, Christians must oppose it.
Nationalisms exist, in Israel and else-
where, which stem in part from religious
roots and which contain, in the present
situation, powerful political implications.
One form of such nationalism connects
the promise of God to the Jewish people
with the land of Palestine, holding that
the will of God and the future of the Jew-
ish people require that the Jews possess
Palestine as a homeland. The result is to
make an ultimate value of Palestinian
land, particularly Jerusalem, and the rela-
tion of that land to the Jewish people.
An Arab religious nationalism also exists,
among both Muslims and Christians,
which regards Palestine and Jerusalem as
part of its sacred ancestral lands. We
affirm our respect for and fellowship with,
those who hold these religious faiths; and
ask them to understand that our concern
is because of the tragic political conse-
quences of all religious nationalisms.

CARD OF THANKS

With our editorial associate, Alice
Wells, out of commission for two
months as the result of an accident,
we've been most fortunate in having
Phyllis Kleban, editor of the Abu Sim-
bel Newsletter, help us over the hurs-
dles to get this Link into production.

AMEU NEEDS HELP — YOURS!

Middle Easterners and Americans should
become more aware of how important they
are to each other—and to world peace.
We try to do our part by encouraging those
who care. We plug their books, reprint
their articles and report their programs.
And we can do much better with YOUR help
—in the following and other ways:

PLEASE KEEP US POSTED
on lectures, conferences, publications and
activities we should let others know about.

PLEASE TELL OTHERS
about our book offers, about the Link
and about our hopes for a film library, lecture
bureau and research center.

DO OFFER YOUR ENERGY
If you live in New York City we can use
your brains and brawn to wrap book or-
ders, file information, help answer over
1000 inquiries a month and a lot else.
If you live elsewhere, we need your offers of
local help in ways you know best.

WE ALSO NEED FUNDS
Of course, whether you send us any or
not, we'll be glad to keep the LINK coming
to you and to any one else you recommend,
But just think what money from friends
has helped us do. That New York Times
ad which gave newspaper readers their
first view of a crucial church statement
on the Middle East Crisis took hundreds
of dollars from dozens of donors. It took
thousands to launch the American edition
of Twice in A Lifetime. It takes times to
dollars to answer every inquiry that comes
to us for information people find it hard
to get elsewhere. So . . .

WITH OR WITHOUT A BOOK ORDER
do check off the little box opposite "cen-
tributions, tax deductible" on the coupon
at the bottom of page 7 and send it along
with your gift—or your gift by itself—to
help us help others.